
GOODLIFE Black mirror jewelry cabinet bedroom furniture set
GLD13371
1. Material: E1 MDF board + PVC wrap + LED lamp;
2. The door frame has an entire mirror outside, with a row skeleton, a hanging rod bar, and a 7-
character hook bar on the opposite side;
3. Inside the cabinet, there are LED lights, 7-character hooks, velvet bags, grid layers, and small
pumping boxes;
4. Black velvet in the cabinet;
5. With a complete set of hardware;

W41*D40*H147cm
Production Name GOODLIFE Black mirror jewelry cabinet bedroom furniture

set GLD13371
Brand Goodlife

Item No. GLD13371
Product size
37*10*120cm（14.57*3.94*47.24INCH）
Colors White, black, brown,gray
Function floor standing +Wall mount +over the door,

for jewelry, accessories storage 
Material   MDF+NC painting  Soft Inner velvet liner
Organizer details Earring holders;

Plastic tray organizers;
Necklace hooks;
Finger ring holders;
Inner mirror.

Package size 37*10*120cm /(INCH:52.36”* 16.93”*6.69”)

Package Knock down package, poly bag, poly foam; 
A=A master carton;1pc per carton; international drop test passed 

Carton CBM 0.1m³ N.W./G.W. 12.2kgs/14kgs
20GP 280pcs 40HQ 680pcs MOQ 300 pieces
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Our Business services:
1. Your inquiry related to our products or prices will be replied in 12hours in
working date. 
2. Experience sales answer your inquiry and give you related business service.
3. OEM&ODM are welcome, we have over 10 years’ experience working with

http://www.organizerfurniture.com/about-us.html
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OEM project.
4. We are looking for the sales exclusive of our ODM wooden mirrored jewelry
cabinet.
5. Sales exclusive agent sales right have been protect.
Package information:
1. Forming polyfoam for the post package
2. 6-side strong polyfoam are used for safe package during transportation.
3. Assembled kit and User Manual are available for each cabinet.
Production lead time
1. 25~50 days after received deposit.
2. Normal on production line production lead time is 15days after received
deposit.
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